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BIBO AWARDS Show Tour 2015: A Sonorous Hollywood, Las Vegas & Chicago
Hit!
BIBO AWARDS: Beauty In/ Beauty Out 2015
Hollywood,LasVegas,Chicago, 13.10.2015, 04:50 Time
BondGirl007eNewsRoom - BIBO AWARDS SHOW Tour 2015 glows with success as it touts its "BeautyIn/BeautyOut" motto
descriptive and award culture of celebrating beauty in role models + women in leadership: "Its Time To REDEFINE...AND
CELEBRATE YOUR SHINE!"
“It our duty as well, as well as our privilege, to edify and celebrate the efforts of women. This is the legacy we have an
obligation to leave to the next generation.” ~~ Traci S. Campbell
The BIBO AWARDS Show Tour 2015 enjoys another success run on its move in which BIBO Creator and Founder, Traci S.
Campbell defines the BIBO Mission this way: "To provide true beauty education (not just limited to external attributes) & to
celebrate & honor the great works, community contributions, and entrepreneurial successes of real female role models in local
communities nationwide."
Traci S. Campbell is a social entrepreneur, public speaker, author, radio host, IT consultant and founder of the Beauty In /
Beauty Out (BIBO) Awards. The BIBO Awards seek to recognize dynamic women demonstrating leadership in their
communities and celebrate “real role models”...Traci developed the BIBO Awards to shed light on what REAL beauty is & at
the same time, celebrate incredible women who are the TRUE role models for young women to emulate today.
The BIBO Awards have honored women such as Illinois State Senator Iris Martinez (first Latina Assistant Majority Leader);
Shea Vaughn (master trainer, founder of SheaNetics ®, mother of actor Vince Vaughn); Barbara Niven (actress ‘One Life to
Live’, ‘Cedar Cove’); Dayna Roselli (CBS News Anchor, Las Vegas) et als.
The BIBO Awards Show Tour 2015 kicked off with a city debut of its first in Los Angeles, CA., at The Garland in north
Hollywood; it second year celebration at the Dal Toro (Palazzo Casino) in Las Vegas, NV; hosting their grande finale awards
show at the culturally vibrant National Museum of Puerto Rican Arts & Culture in Chicago, IL.
IT IS A CELEBRATION: The BIBO Awards Show celebrates beauty in role models and women leadership. The BIBO Awards
categories are as diverse in their varietals as the women they honor of all ages in all stages of life. Honorees were nominated
for BIBO AWARD Categories for Outstanding Beauty, Legacy Of Beauty, Outstanding Cause Leadership, Outstanding
Mentorship, Entrepreneurship, Political Leadership, Animal Advocacy, Outstanding Holistic Healing and Outstanding Media &
Film Work to STARLET: an honor bestowed on a young woman for making a difference in her community.
The effervescence of a BIBO AWARDS SHOW Tour can be obviously sensed with its media-attractive and impressive
celebrity presenter lineup for the honorees occasion. To learn more exhaustively about the BIBO event production team, VIP
MC's, Co-hosts, Entertainment et als., visit the BIBOAWARDS.com website for detailed information.
At the conclusion of the BIBO AWARDS SHOW Chicago, Mrs. Campbell made a thankful address to all attendees, bur first
and foremeost all thirteen honorees who had been celebrated and learned about for their selflessness and accomplishments.
Campbell emphasized that BIBO AWARDS was "the type of event with the type stories she could say needed to be heard
about more...especially when you hear all of the negative things on tv and/or some other horrific thing has happened...rarely
do you get a chance to celebrate ...and with these women tonight I am very grateful for having a chance to do that."
Campbell added that: "We just got back from LA and LAS VEGAS - I am happy to announce that we were well received there
and we will be going back to celebrate next year.What is interesting is that my background is not so remarkable - I grew up on
the west side of Baltimore; very impoverished area with a struggling single Mom - who was not formally educated, but she was
very intelligent, very resourceful, very determined and...she was very determined that I have a better life than she did; and she
saw the value in education, and she drilled that into me and I am thankful and eternally grateful for that; and if events like this
and the work that we do...will change the life of a person; whether it is a child or an adult that started out maybe similar to how
I started out or maybe even worse; if that s what we're able to accomplish by doing all of this - then it makes the journey, it
makes the journey, it makes the stress, the sacrifice that me and my team have made - that much more worth it..."
BIBO AWARDS SHOW 2015 is a wrap, but Campbell and her #BIBOAWARDS team are actively planning the details for next
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year's 2016 event launch.
To grow with the AWARDS SHOW:
Stay connected via any of the BIBO AWARDS SHOW TOUR social network platforms at:
www.biboawards.com
www.facebook.com/beautyinbeautyouttour
Twitter: @biboawards
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